
MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY CITATION

Complete citations are found on what is called an MLA works cited page, which is sometimes called an MLA
bibliography. All sources that were used to develop.

Looking for information on 7th edition? Examples: Devitt, Terry. Print, Web, etc. They contain a small tidbit
of the information found in the regular MLA citation. Include the page number s on which the article appears.
Whenever possible, use the appropriate abbreviated forms for the publisher's name Random instead of
Random House. Website Title. Smith, Baker, and Klein share that Citations for Online Journal Articles: The
most basic entry for a journal consists of the author name s , article title, journal name, volume number, issue
number, year published, page numbers, name of website or database the article was found on, and URL or
Direct Object Identifier DOI. New York: Facts on File, Inc. The title should be centered in the middle of the
page. Problematic for most is not the nudity of the behind, but the frontal nudity. The regular, or complete,
citation is located at the end of a project, on the works cited page. There are numerous bible versions, books
can come in versions such as numbered editions , and even movies and songs can have special versions. Here
are 6 steps to getting it done This person's name should be reversed, with a comma placed after the last name
and a period after the first name or any middle name. Gale Health Reference Center Academic, i. Quirk, 
Example: pp. These brief citations include the last name of the author and a page number. They are also used
when readers are attempting to locate the source themselves. We want the reader to focus on our work and
research, not get caught up on our sources. The Sample Book. If there is no date shown on the blog post, omit
it from the full citation. Also, check out BibMe Plus paper checker, which scans your paper for correct usage
of language elements. If the post isn't text, and is a photo or image instead, include a description of the image
instead of any text. Examples: Zhai, Xiaojuan, and Jingjing Wang. Brown  How to Cite a Book in Print in
MLA The basic information of a book includes author s , the title of the book, and the publication information.
If it comes after a comma, the first letter in the role of the individual is lowercased. Other contributors can also
be added to help individuals locate the source themselves. Simon and Schuster,  For a book written by two
authors: List them in order as they appear on the cover or title page Only the first author's name should be
reversed, while the second author's name is written in normal order. E-Reader ed. Both direct quotes and
paraphrases require in-text or parenthetical citation to follow it. A Reader's Guide to Science Fiction. Click
here to see more styles. Believe it or not, you can even plagiarize yourself!


